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Rhythm Training Basics Part I
We will de�ne Rhythm as the placement of time values on an arrangement of 
recurring sounds.

In terms of guitar, that could be a sequence of notes, intervals, and/or chords. 

Another way to think about rhythm in music is that it’s the pulse or heartbeat of 
a composition. Just like our melodic (single notes played one at a time) or harmonic (multiple 
notes played simultaneously) musical choices, our Rhythmic choices can impact the 
emotions of our listeners intensely.

With our Melodic, Harmonic, and Rhythmic choices, we can take our listeners 
on an emotional journey through music.

There are a few terms we need to become familiar with:

Sta�: This is what standard musical notation is written on. It is a series of 5 lines and 4 spaces. (This is di�erent
from guitar tablature, which is a system of musical notation using numbers, not notes, for guitarist)

Measure: Dividing written music into smaller organized sections, according to the time signature. Another
name for Measure is “Bar”. Bar = Measure, they are one and the same. Measures are separated by Bar Lines.

Meter: Grouping and organizing the pulse (heartbeat) of the music so that it is understandable.

Time Signature: Gives structure to the meter. The time signature is written like a fraction. The top number  
indicates how many beats are in each measure, while the bottom number tells us the type of note that gets 
one beat.
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